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“I'm in a hurry to get things done / I rush and rush until life's no fun / All I really gotta do is

live  and die /  but  I'm in a  hurry and don't  know why.” This  refrain from the country band

Alabama's number one song in 1992 is a very telling one for the culture in which we, and much

of the developed world, live in. Why is it that so many people are unwilling (or unable) to relax?

Why do so many people work as if that is all that their lives are about? Why, even when taking a

vacation or break, do so many people feel unrefreshed, often having to rest after the “vacation” is

over? I believe that the answer to this question is that our post-modern culture is unable to do so

because we no longer know how; we have, on a large scale, forgotten how to relax and realize,

“all I really gotta do is live and die,” because “[we're] in a hurry and don't know why.” In this

paper, I intend to explore the subject of leisure, what it is and what it is not, as well as discussing

the moral relevance of this topic and attempting to discover the sources of leisure in order that

one may be prepared to put it in its proper place in their life.

I said “forgotten” for a reason – and not just  to make a wide-sweeping statement. Josef

Pieper, in his (true to himself) brilliant work,  Leisure: The Basis of Culture, argues that it has

even gone so far as to be reflected in the language that we use. The ancient tradition of leisure

(which is evidenced in written form),1  was viewed more as the central purpose of life –  not

work. Pieper insightfully shows that this can be seen even through the vocabulary of the Greeks

and Latins which he was referring to: “For the Greeks, 'not-leisure' was the word for the world of

everyday work; and not only to indicate its 'hustle and bustle,' but the work itself. The Greek

language had only this negative term for it ( -σχολ α),ἀ ί 2 as did Latin (neg-otium, 'not-leisure').”3

So immediately, with only reference to their basic vocabulary, one can see that leisure definitely

had its own place in their eyes. Leisure was not something, as many of our time would implicitly

1 Which I believe the (post-)modern culture has forgotten.
2 In Greek, an α before a word is its opposite. In this case σχολ  (skole – English: ή school) is the Greek word for

leisure (another interesting point which I will not delve into here) and  -σχολ α is “not-skole,” or “not-leisure”.ἀ ί
3 Pieper, Josef. Leisure: The Basis of Culture. (South Bend, Indiana: St. Augustine's Press, 1998), 4-5.
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hold, that we (attempt to) attain when we are not-working (if even then). For the ancients, leisure

is the fundamental thrust of our lives, with 'work' having been the aspect of life with the de-

emphasized  focus:  “not-leisure.”  As  of  2008  (and  certainly  well  before),  I  believe  that  the

opposite has become the norm.

What, then, is leisure? If it is something that is so important and something that modern

cultures of today appear to have forgotten – what is it? To proceed, we will first venture into

what it is not, that is, what is “not-leisure.”

First and fundamentally, leisure is not work. Though this should be obvious in the terms

themselves, I think it is important to make this distinction. Work is, in general, “what we do.”

Whether  it  be  fixing a computer,  writing a  report,  hammering a nail,  changing a  diaper,  or

making a presentation, whether it is done for an employer or for our own sake – this activity is

work. Work in itself is good, a gift and also an imitation of the Creator of the universe, who after

having created the world and all that was in it, pronounced each of them “good.”4 After having

created Adam, God “put him in the garden of Eden to keep and till it”5 and “[having] dominion

over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth,

and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth."6 We imitate God's work through our

work, which is now especially the case with the revelation of Jesus Christ, who was resurrected

from the dead, thereby re-creating the universe. Our work now has a redemptive character to it,

considering that it is done to the best of our abilities – “blooming where we are planted” – we

now participate in Christ's work of redemption through our work. So, unfortunately for those

who would prefer to say that work is evil as a justification for laziness, this is not the case. Work

is good – actually, great – understood in its proper place.

4 Genesis 1:31.
5 Genesis 2:15.
6 Genesis 1:26.
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The next  aspect  of this  search which  needs  to  be  contrasted with  leisure  is  that  of  an

“escape” from work. This could be, as just mentioned, an attitude which implies that working is

an evil which should be avoided at all costs. This would be an extreme position to take in light of

the dignity of work which I mentioned above. A good example of this could be (understood

correctly) a “working for the weekend” mentality, wherein a person does all of the “hustle and

bustle” throughout the week in order to have time to himself, but does so in such a manner that

the he does not really slow down during the week – a one track mind, if you will – until the

weekend is there.7 And then the person can “let loose” and enjoy only those few days at the end

of the work week. Such an approach to the week of work appears to  me that  it  could be a

manifestation of a deeper problem within the person and their (lack of) understanding of leisure,

which I will discuss a moment.

In the same line, one could compress the “working for the weekend” mentality into each

day, and have an “oasis hour” built into each day. While these breaks (an hour, a weekend, a

vacation, etc.) can certainly bring us a certain sense of refreshment, “leisure is not there for the

sake of work, no matter how much new strength the one who resumes working may gain from it;

leisure in our sense is not justified by providing bodily renewal or even mental refreshment to

lend new vigor to further work – although it does indeed bring such things!”8 So, such breaks can

be good to take as far as one's work is concerned, but as far as this being leisure, it misses the

target. Such an approach to leisure is superficial, at best, and begs for more, for “while it is true

that the one who prays before going to bed sleeps better, surely nobody would want to think of

praying as a means of going to sleep. In the same way, nobody who wants leisure merely for the

sake of 'refreshment' will  experience its authentic fruit,  [as]  the deep refreshment that comes

7 One could just as easily replace the term “weekend” with “vacation” or “day off”.
8 Pieper, Leisure, 34.
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from a deep sleep.”9

And for the final distinction to be made as to what is not-leisure, I would like to begin by

saying that when I originally drafted the outline for this paper, I had laid out this section with

what I saw as the “extremities” of leisure: anxiety and restlessness on the one hand and acedia (or

sloth) on the other (with anxiety and restlessness stemming from a lack of leisure and sloth

stemming from being given “too much” to leisure). However, whenever I began to read Pieper's

Leisure  of  Culture,  I  learned  that  this  was  not  necessarily  the  case.  Pieper  argues  that  it

fundamentally a problem of acedia, one of the Seven Capital Sins which in turn gives rise to

restlessness – so they are dependent, one on the other, and not opposed as two extremes as I had

originally thought.10 

At  the  beginning  of  this  chain  of  vice,  then,  is  acedia,  which  Pieper  defines  as

“disagreement with oneself”11 which has deep roots: one is not so much just disagreeing with

oneself on a superficial level, but at the very core of the person is being denied the reality of who

we as humans are and are meant to be. That is, the person is attempting to deny (via his actions,

whether cognizant of the implications of them or not) that he is a human. Herein lies the “deeper

problem” of which I spoke earlier. All of the busy-ness of a workaholic could be masking the

uncertainty, the lostness, the searching that dwells within the person, but that the person is unable

to deal with, because he is not able12 to see it amidst all of his exterior activity. In other words, all

of the constant busy-ness, the working, the inability to be still, is just an external manifestation of

the terror that is wrought within because of the inability to accept the reality that he is a human, a

specific human, and then to act accordingly. There is a constant unsettledness because there is an

unending search for a reality that is not there, because the person is overlooking who and what he

9 Pieper, Leisure, 35.
10 Ibid., 30.
11 Ibid.
12 Or unwilling to examine the source of the restlessness.
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already is.13 

Having more clearly delineated what leisure is not, we can now move on to search for what

leisure is. And a good point of departure before we begin the via positiva is that from which we

just left: acedia.

Rather than jump on the bandwagon with our modern understanding of leisure, Pieper takes

a careful look at how many people interpret acedia – from a “workaholic” perspective – that is,

acedia is somehow related to the (amount of) activity that an individual does. Is the person an

“active and useful worker” or a “'thumb-twiddler?'”14 He is hesitant to employ such terminology

and “legitimize 'Christian teaching' through making it agree with the current fashion and, in this

connection, to read modern activism into the 'working-ethos' of the Church.”15

Pieper maintains  that  rather than the  “opposite  of  acedia” being “the lack of  economic

ambition or enterprise,”16 it is “the cheerful affirmation by man of his own existence, of the world

as a whole, and of God – of Love, that is, from which arises that special freshness of action,

which would never be confused by anyone with any experience with the narrow activity of the

'workaholic.'”17 This is  a good starting point because it  strikes directly to  the root of acedia,

which is, again, the inability to be at one with oneself. Realizing and living this “opposite of

acedia” is the beginning to living the life of leisure – it starts by removing the doubts, the inner

confusion and turmoil, and instead replacing them with an inner calm, peace, and serenity, which

then allows us to initially be disposed to approaching the rest of life with a “leisurely” attitude. It

is an absolutely necessary step in growth toward living a life in leisure, for without the inner

13 Earlier on in Pieper's Leisure, he explores the philosophical roots of this issue, which is very telling for the matter
at hand. In many cases, it could very well could be based on our modern and post-modern approach to learning
and knowing: the inability to gaze, to take in reality as a whole, combined with the overemphasis on the
discursive thought process (i.e., rationalism). So (specifically in this case) in a sense, the person is unable to see
himself because he is too caught up in the details of himself (i.e., over-inductive, over-analyzing himself).

14 Pieper, Leisure, 29.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 Ibid.
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peace and serenity with ourselves,  how will  we ever be able to  be at  peace with the rest  of

creation, including other humans, both of which we encounter so often (obviously, we cannot

escape the former)?

After having struck the root of the opposition to leisure and achieved the inner stillness

which embraces the “soul's power, as real, of responding to the real” in which takes place “a co-

respondence, eternally established in nature – [that] has not yet descended into words,”18 we are

able to cast a simple gaze on all of reality, as opposed to the modern inclination to see and react,

to look and then to analyze without allowing reality to sink in. It remains on the superficial level

of senses and the attributes that can be measured through them – there is no wonder, no awe, no

amazement, no appreciation. The wound of being unable to be still is particularly frightening

(and tragic) in that one can “have eyes and not see;”19 that is, although humans are immersed in

the world, the world which has so much depth, they are still able to miss the story for the letters.

Man is able to miss the “contemplation of a blossoming rose, a sleeping child, [or a] divine

mystery” from which could come “the surge of life that comes from deep, dreamless sleep” in

order to “know 'what the world / holds in its innermost,' so that afterwards the insights of that

happy moment have to be re-discovered through the effort of 'labor.'”20

It is important here to realize that implicit in what I have written thus far about what leisure

is, is that it is not something that is meant to be taken at certain times in the midst of one's work,

as a refresher (as I wrote of in what is not-leisure). Leisure is a way of life. It is a disposition of

the person, one's embracing the capacity of the soul (which is part of  every human being), in

order to be open to oneself, the world, and others. It is a resting in the midst of the “insanity” of

the world, a microscopic portion of which we are responsible for. It disposes one to recognize, in

18 Pieper, Leisure, 31.
19 Mark 8:18.
20 Pieper, Leisure, 32-33.
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the midst of the chaos of the world, how all things, many and varied as they are, fit together. 

It is when we are able to “see,” through the inner disposition of serenity and then a deeper

openness to and awareness of reality21 that we are also able to move on to another aspect of

leisure that is deeply related to it (so much so that without the ability for one, neither would you

truly be able to accomplish the other). 

Implicit in our ability to “see,” as described above, is a basis of joy. We can see all of these

fragmentary portions of reality and connect them, seeing how they all play out: “I stand in a

peaceful meadow / as a beloved Elm tree, and as vines and bunches of grapes, / the sweet play of

life coils around me.”22 Through man's “harmony with himself,” he is able to develop and be “in

agreement  with  the  world  and  its  meaning,”  which  lends  itself  to  “considering things  in  a

celebrating spirit.”23 Indeed, as opposed to “work as effort,” “the inner joyfulness of the person

who is celebrating belongs to the very core of what we mean by leisure.”24 In a sense, the person,

having disposed himself appropriately, begins to resonate with the rest of reality and allow its

harmony to penetrate him: all of the order, the beauty, the flow, the freedom, they are all seen by

him as they are, in their proper places and draw forth “a celebratory, approving, lingering gaze of

the inner eye on the reality of creation.”25 This, then, leads to an ability to let go of oneself in

accepting reality, and then embracing the common life  and experience which all  humans are

apart of. This is especially the case in a festival, where, assuming the different aspects of reality

(described above) are affirmed as true and good, one is able to come together with others in true

21 Including the very important analogous character of reality, i.e., that things can be said similarly of different
aspects of reality. It is primarily through this analogy that we as humans are able to make connections on a
universal level between all of the orders of existence that we know. This ability gives us the very important
ability to synthesize the whole of reality, i.e., to see a particular object's connection and similarity with the rest of
existence. Jesus exemplified this form of communication in the parables which are known to us through
Scripture.

22 Hölderlin, die Musse. Quoted from Pieper, Leisure, 33.
23 Pieper, Leisure, 33.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
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freedom and celebrate with “'peace, intensity of life, and contemplation all at once.'”26 

And this brings us to the most important aspect of leisure that our modern culture needs to

realize: leisure is a part of who we are. It is not an add-on to what we do in order to be a more

efficient worker – it is the proper “orientation” of our soul towards the rest of reality. Living in a

way other than this is, in essence, being inhuman, attempting to be something that we are not and

minimizing us to something much less than what we are. As opposed to work, which this directly

relates to in our modern cultures, it relegates us only to being aware of and interactive with the

surface of reality – we lose all depth with respect to all of our lives, because we never delve into

the depths that are in front of us everyday. What surrounds us is near irrelevant, only thought of

inasmuch as it is useful in order to be used for something else, some other task that needs to be

accomplished while never reflecting on the deeper meanings and implications of those things and

events  that  surround  us.  Leisure,  then,  far  from taking  us  away from  work,  should  be  the

“backdrop” to the rest of our action, in a similar fashion to that of contemplation. Only then will

we be able not only to see what we see on the surface, but be able to see the “big picture” in light

of our situation in life: the particular in light of the universal, our individual place in light of

eternity. “Like the gift of contemplative self-immersion in Being, and the ability to uplift one's

spirits in festivity, the power to be at leisure is the power to step beyond the working world and

win contact with those superhuman, life-giving forces that can send us, renewed and alive again,

into the busy world of work.”27 Work then has a purpose because it is not just a function, not just

something that I do, but it is something that I do with meaning, with purpose. That purpose –

leisure – brings wholeness to our daily lives.28 

And this  is  not  unimportant  as  regards the theological significance of leisure:  for what

26 Karl Kerényi, Die antike Religion (Amsterdam, 1940), p.66. Quoted in Leisure, 33.
27 Pieper, Leisure, 36.
28 Not to mention the vertical orientation that one is disposed to in being able to be an authentic, leisurely human,

with “eyes to see and ears to hear.”
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“eternity,” what “big picture,” what “peace and serenity,” what “joy” are we seeking (cognizantly

or not)29 but that of heaven, of the rest which God promises to us for eternity?

Joseph Cardinal  Ratzinger  (now Pope  Benedict  XVI), in  his  The Spirit  of  the Liturgy,

mentions a quote from St. Irenaeus (of the second century) which has had an important place in

my life. Before having read this book, I had usually heard it said in this way, “the glory of God is

man fully alive,” which in itself is a very powerful statement about mankind. But, in Cardinal

Ratzinger's book, I read it again in a way that I have never seen it before. It reads, “The glory of

God is the living man, but the life of man is the vision of God.”30 I had to do a double-take. What

could he mean by this? After having let it sit for awhile (indeed, a few days), I have come to the

realization that the former translation of St. Irenaeus' phrase is lacking something crucial: the

necessity of having God at the center of one's life in order to become fully alive. For “life only

becomes real life when it receives its form from looking toward God.”31 That is, we cannot seek

to become fully alive, to be at leisure, to be at festival, on our own power nor by our own efforts.

It is not something that we can achieve, but is something of the “divine” that dwells in us.32

This last quote was from Aristotle, who was not by any means a Christian, but at the same

time  not  un-Christian;  indeed,  much  of  his  own  thought  was  Christianized  by  important

theologians in the Catholic Church (and also in the Church's teaching). I emphasize this because

it is important to see that before Christianity, there was a perception of the importance of leisure

and a realization that it cannot be attained through our own power.33 This, I think, shows the

importance of revelation as understood by the Catholic Church. It is seen that “even as regards

29 cf. St. Thomas' exitus-reditus model, wherein all things act for an end, which is their perfection, which is found in
God, the ultimate Good Whom we seek in all of our actions.

30 Ratzinger, Joseph Cardinal. The Spirit of the Liturgy. (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2000), 18.
31 Ibid.
32 Aristotle. The Nicomachean Ethics. X, 7 (1177b27-28). Quoted in Leisure, 36.
33 And Pieper argues precisely this by saying that being at leisure is harder for us than not, which is ironic, because

the former is natural to us (and therefore does not require any exertion), while the latter requires effort and
exertion. cf. Leisure, 36.
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those truths about God which human reason could have discovered, it was necessary that man

should  be  taught  by a  divine  revelation;  because the  truth  about  God such  as  reason could

discover, would only be known by a few, and that after a long time, and with the admixture of

many errors.”34 I believe, in this specific case, that this is part of the reason for God having

revealed the necessity for rest on the day that  He rested after having created the universe. In

revealing this about Himself, He is simultaneously revealing something that is intrinsic to our

human nature:35 the ability to rest and repose in creation. We are given “the Seventh Day,” the

exemplar of leisure, in order to say with Him (on that very day) those “prodigious words ... that

everything [is] 'very good'”.36, 37  It is a day, not in isolation from the other days, but (particularly

after the revelation of Jesus Christ and His Resurrection from the dead) that is the pinnacle of our

leisure, the pinnacle day for “festivity.” For, with this new revelation, not only do we celebrate

“'the gift of being created,'”38 but now we also see in it “a prefiguring of the 'last and foremost'

divine gift, the eternal peace of God coming to all things ... the day itself becomes 'an image of

the  coming age,'  'imago venturi  saeculi.'”39 And it  does  not  stop  there.  Because of  Christ's

Incarnation and Resurrection, we also celebrate the “communication of divine vitality,” not only

on Sunday, but  every day.40 For Christians, the Seventh Day is “an emanation of Easter” and

should be lived every day, with the Sabbath being the pinnacle time of the week for celebrating

the “Grace and New Life” which we have received through Christ's Resurrection.41 But, why is

the “big” festival “only” on Sunday?

In point of fact festivals could not be celebrated as special, rare,  and exceptional  days, and celebrated

34 Aquinas. Thomas. The Summa Theologica:Volume 1. 1a QQ.1-119 . (New York: Benziger Bros., 1948), 1.
35 Especially having been made in His image and likeness.
36 Pieper, Josef. In Tune with the World: A Theory of Festivity. (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1973), 35.
37 Recall that it is necessary for us to affirm the goodness of creation, of ourselves, before we are truly capable of

being at leisure and festival
38 Pieper, In Tune with the World, 36. Quoting Aquinas in Summa Theologica I, II, 100, 5 ad 3.
39 Ibid. Quoting Basil in De Spiritu Sancto, cap. 27.
40 Ibid., 37.
41 Ibid.
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spontaneously, if the  festive occasion did  not  exist  continually and without cessation and were not  so
experienced (as the receiving of something beloved). If any specific day is to be singled out from the rest
and celebrated as  a  festival,  this  can only be  done  as  the  manifestation of  a  perpetual  though hidden
festivity.42

So,  it  is  especially,  but  not  exclusively,  on  Sunday  that  we  are  to  be  given  over  to  the

contemplation of these wonderful gifts  which we have been given. These truths remain true

throughout every second of every day, through every action, good or bad. These truths are what

allow us to be at peace, to acknowledge that creation, re-creation, and salvation are good, so that

we can then set off to appreciate all of existence in the glorious light which they shed on us – if

we will only dispose ourselves to receive reality in truth, in humility. 

I would like to discuss one more “pinnacle” source of our leisure that is grounded in the

“vertical” dimension of being human which has also been given to us by God's revelation, and

this is worship of God in the liturgy. 

It is in the liturgy, which Catholics believe to be divinely revealed by God, that we are given

the greatest of opportunities to be at true leisure and festivity, because it is in the liturgy that we

are truly able (if we are properly disposed) to let go of the world (or, at least, our little corner of

it) and truly rest in eternity, in the big picture of the rest of creation. In every liturgy, we are also

reminded  of  the  kerygma  of  Christian  teaching:  Jesus'  Incarnation,  Suffering,  Death,  and

Resurrection (not to mention the glory of being created). That is to say, in each and every liturgy,

the  emanation  of  Easter  is  still  flowing.  The  reason  for  our  being  at  leisure:  having  been

beautifully created in the midst of a (likewise beautiful) large, orderly, and mysterious universe,

having been given the gift of re-creation by Christ which brings to us grace and new life, and also

having been given the hope of future life in beatitude with the God Who has loved us, continues

to love us, and will love us passionately for eternity. The mystery of all these things, all of the

42 Ibid. See this page also for many quotes from Church fathers on the festivity of the daily life of a Christian (and
also pre-Christian people, such as Plato, Socrates, and Pythagoras).
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gifts which we have in order to “have life to the fullest,”43 is recalled at each and every Mass and

in which we are able to enter into the great mystery that surrounds us, with our daily human lives

and be able to see them in light of eternity, in  the light that we receive “by looking toward

God.”44 

Worship, that is, the right kind of cult, of relationship with God, is essential for the right kind of human
existence in the world. It is so precisely because it reaches beyond everyday life. Worship gives us a share
in heaven's mode of existence, in the world of God, and allows light to fall from that divine world into ours.
In this sense, worship–as we said when we were discussing play–has the character of anticipation. It lays
hold in advance of a more perfect life and, in so doing, gives our present life its proper measure.45

It is during the liturgy that we are able to be free “from the pressure of daily obligation,” and,

though in time, rest in eternity which is revealed before our very eyes for us to partake in, if we

will allow ourselves to do so.46 It is in the liturgy that “passing time stands still,” and the troubles

of our lives are “suspended for a moment by that 'resting Now'47 in which the reality of Eternity is

revealed. Men are swept away from the here and now to utterly tranquil contemplation of the

ground  of  existence;  to  happiness,  as  in  absorption  in  beloved  eyes.  Everyday  things

unexpectedly take on the freshness of Eden; the world ... is 'glorious as on the first of days.'”48 

Such is what happens in the  gift of appreciation (thanksgiving, Eucharist) for the gift of

existence, of reality, our re-creation, and our hope for future life in Christ in heaven, here and

now.

To conclude, I think that it is important for us (of the post-modern culture) to really slow

down and pause, to reflect on where it is our lives are taking us. Do we allow time to take in

those things which we experience every day? Do we step outside of ourselves and try to see our

little portion of reality in the midst of the rest? Are we constantly anxious, never willing to slow

43 cf. John 10:10.
44 Ratzinger, 20.
45 Ratzinger, 21.
46 Pieper, In Tune with the World, 29.
47 i.e., being present with God now as He is present to all times now.
48 Ibid., 29-30.
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down and pause, always having to find something to fill our time? Do we feel a certain sense of

guilt  or  inadequacy because we are  not busy doing something? Can we affirm our ability to

affirm the goodness of ourselves, of creation, of God, not only in words, but by the very actions

which we perform every day? I believe that the answers to these questions reveal a lot about our

ability to be at rest, to affirm our essential goodness (and that of the rest of reality), to be able to

affirm this in community with others, being able to be truly at festival and let go of oneself in

order to celebrate in the common goodness which we all (should) know and appreciate. And this

holds true especially in the vertical aspect of our humanity. Without the close relationship with

God, we are never going to be able to be at rest with ourselves, for “the man who puts to one side

any consideration  of  the  reality of  God is  a  realist  only in  appearance.”49 It  is  through our

relationship with God (and affirmation of the great gifts which He has bestowed upon us) that we

are capable of  knowing and  affirming the goodness of all  which He has created, and this  is

especially so in light of His closeness to us, in His fatherly care for His children throughout the

centuries by revealing to us the truths about us which we could often never hope to understand

on our own. 

Being unable to approach life and appreciate the goodness of life in these ways, I believe, is

a plague on our contemporary culture. And, continuing to be unaware of the depths of beauty that

surround  us  will  lead  us  down  a  destructive  path,  in  which  we  are  consistently  shallow,

appreciating the “stuff” of life only for utilitarian purposes, where man is reduced to one aspect

of his person: work.50 By doing this, man is missing out on  life. Sure, there is a good need to

work, to contribute to society, etc., but this is not the end. A life with no appreciation of life is,

49 Ratzinger, 21.
50 In his book, Leisure: The Basis of Culture, Pieper warns against the consequences of being unable to appreciate

life. He believes that it will lead to the working-state (i.e., Communism, etc.), in our cultures, wherein everyone's
purpose in life is only to work.
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indeed, “a leaden life.”51 To go back to the language example, the purpose of work is not-work;

the purpose of work is leisure, to be open, to affirm goodness, to cast a “contemplative gaze” in

the midst of our lives, and be at wonder at all of our gifts, and predominantly (and interwovenly),

to realize “the glory of God is the living man, but the life of man is the vision of God.”

At the same time there appear here images of extreme human privation, of misery, not of the material but
rather of the existential kind. Imagine a world full of useful and disposable things but devoid of anything
that could kindle utterly disinterested rejoicing; replete with science but without philosophical reflection on
the meaning of it all; with plenty of research but without historical awareness; with entertainment and daily
fun but without a true feast day, without great poetry and music. If such a world appears depressing, then
this other situation would be reason for outright despair: to be imprisoned by a desacralized and entirely
'secular'  world,  without  the  possibility  of  transcending  the  immediate  demands  of  daily  life  by
acknowledging the much greater and fuller dimensions of  our existence and claiming them as our true
human endowment. Such 'stepping beyond', then, would happen not only in philosophical reflection, not
only in poetic emotion, but also realiter (in living terms), in the setting of life itself, and especially in the
sacred action.52

51 Ratzinger, 21.
52 Pieper, Josef. In Search of the Sacred: Contributions to an Answer. (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 
     1991), 44-45.
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